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Face Cluster Radiosity
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Abstract. An algorithm for simulating diffuse interreflection in complex three di-
mensional scenes is described. It combines techniques from hierarchical radiosity
and multiresolution modelling. A new face clustering technique for automatically
partitioning polygonal models is used. The face clusters produced group adjacent
triangles with similar normal vectors. They are used during radiosity solution to
represent the light reflected by a complex object at multiple levels of detail. Also,
the radiosity method is reformulated in terms of vector irradiance and power. To-
gether, face clustering and the vector formulation of radiosity permit large sav-
ings. Excessively fine levels of detail are not accessed by the algorithm during the
bulk of the solution phase, greatly reducing its memory requirements relative to
previous methods. Consequently, the costliest steps in the simulation can be made
sub-linear in scene complexity. Using this algorithm, radiosity simulations on
scenes of one million input polygons can be computed on a standard workstation.

1 Introduction

The hierarchical radiosity algorithm in its various forms is probably the most promis
radiosity method in existence. The best hierarchical radiosity methods, using cluste
permit scenes of moderate complexity (several hundred thousand input polygons)
simulated in a few hours. Unfortunately, current radiosity techniques, even with c
tering, use excessive memory and their speeds are not competitive with other, less
istic rendering methods. We would like to be able to apply radiosity methods to
complex scenes common in special effects. Such scenes routinely use objects ea
ploying 100,000 polygons or more. We therefore seek an enhancement to the hiera
cal radiosity algorithm that will permit very complex scenes — scenes with millions
input polygons — to be economically simulated on a standard computer.

One of the greatest difficulties with existing radiosity methods is that their mem
use is at least linear in the number of input polygons. This is not a problem if the sc
is small, but if the input polygons cannot fit in physical memory, the algorithm w
thrash and performance will degrade dramatically. To deal with very complex sce
we need methods which in practice have memory and time cost that is sub-linear i
number of input polygons.

In this paper we describe the face cluster radiosity algorithm, a technique
achieves this goal. Its three main phases are preprocessing, solution, and postpr
ing. Preprocessing converts the scene description into a multiresolution, hierarc
model. The time cost of this is super-linear in the number of input polygons, but p
processing can be done on an off-line, object-by-object basis, so its memory cos
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modest and its time costs can be amortized over multiple solutions. Next, one or m
radiosity solutions are found. This is the costliest step, in practice. The solution p
is sub-linear in cost because it accesses only the coarsest levels of detail from the
archy that are necessary. Consequently, often large portions of the hierarchy need
be paged in during this phase, with huge physical memory savings. After solution, p
processing evaluates the radiosity of the finest details of the scene. This requires
time. The overall cost, being dominated by solution, is thus sub-linear in practice.

A preview of the technique is shown visually in Figure 7. If one of the best exist
radiosity algorithms (hierarchical radiosity with volume clustering) is used on a deta
model, a solution takes over ten minutes (Figure 7a). If, on the other hand, the inpu
ometry is simplified by cutting the number of triangles by a factor of 100, and the sa
algorithm is applied to the simplified model, a solution can be calculated much m
quickly (Figure 7b, 7 seconds). This is fast, but the accuracy and visual quality are p
Our face cluster radiosity technique allows a solution not much more expensive
this to be calculated and propagated to the fully detailed model, yielding Figure 7d.
is much faster than the full solution and almost as accurate.

2 Hierarchical Radiosity

We review previous work, and describe at a high level how our new method differs.
erarchical radiosity [3, 9] has a cost linear in the number of elements,n. Unfortunately,
because the initial light transport ‘link’ from each polygon to every other polygon m
be computed, the cost is also quadratic in the number of input polygons,k. The cost is
thus . Classical hierarchical radiosity algorithms work well on scenes wit
small number of large polygons, but they become impractical in time and memory
sumption for scenes of several hundred polygons.

Hierarchical Radiosity with Volume Clustering. To combat this problem, clustering
methods for hierarchical radiosity were developed [2, 7, 14, 15, 16]. These met
group the input polygons intovolume clusters, building a hierarchy above the inpu
polygons that culminates in a root cluster for the entire scene. The lower nodes in
hierarchy are elements in quadtrees (small surface patches, with normal and re
ance), as before, but the upper nodes are different. They are octree or k-d tree boxe
taining a set of disconnected polygons with potentially varying normal vectors
reflectances. The use of clusters reduces the number of links needed from quadr
linear.

Several methods for handling the light incident on a cluster have been explored
simplest is to sum the incoming light. This approach, called beta links by Smits, tu
out to be fast, , but inaccurate. A more successful alternative is to push the
down to the leaves of the tree (Smits’ alpha links) [15, 16, 17]. This raises the co
the algorithm to . A third alternative, proposed by Sillion and Christens
[2, 14], is to represent a cluster as a point that emits and reflects light according to
rectional distribution. Both latter methods require light to be pushed down the tree
with alpha links. Christensen’s algorithm appears to be asymptotically the fas
achieving good quality results in time. Although any of these clustering me
ods is significantly faster than classical hierarchical radiosity, the need to touch a

O k2 n+( )

O k n+( )

O k klog n+( )

O k n+( )
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the input polygons on each solver iteration causes their working set to be excess
large for complex scenes.

Figure 1 is a schematic comparison
of variants of hierarchical radiosity on
a scene with two large polygons A & B
in close proximity, and eight small
polygons C-J, more distant. Simple hi-
erarchical radiosity (a) yields a forest
of quadtrees. Polygons A and B are
subdivided and some of their children
are linked. The large number of links
between the small input polygons C-J
makes the algorithm inefficient.
Figure 1b shows hierarchical radiosity
with volume clustering. If cluster Q is
sufficiently small and distant from
cluster P then a single link between
them suffices. Since a cluster can illu-
minate itself, a self link on Q is neces-
sary as well. The algorithm is still slow
because it is necessary to push light
down to polygons C-J.

Face Cluster Radiosity.We propose
that volume clusters be replaced by
multiresolution models for all groups
of input polygons that represent a sur-
face. The use of such models allows
pushing of light to the leaves to be avoided, and they often provide a better fit to the
inal surfaces than volume clusters. The particular multiresolution representation tha
use, face clustering, groups adjacent faces that have similar normals, and thus c
proximate largely planar surfaces well.

With this scheme, the data structures for elements coarser than and finer than t
put polygons are more similar, since both face clustering and quadtree refinement
a contiguous piece of surface with a normal. Hierarchical radiosity is now free to s
divide below the level of the input polygons and to “unsubdivide” above this level. T
reduces the hitherto inordinate role of the input polygons, permitting hierarchical r
osity to represent light transport at more natural levels of detail, and to operate mor
ficiently in complex scenes.

The use of multiresolution models improves the accuracy of our representations
permits our algorithm to avoid touching the lowest portions of the hierarchy during
erations. In Figure 1c we see how a tree of simplified models is built above the in
polygons. The tree nodes below T and above C-J are now face clusters, not volume
ters, while the highest levels of the tree, above connected objects, are volume clu
Note that the subtree below T can be paged out during simulation, saving time
memory. The hierarchy is seen schematically in Figure 2.

C D E F G H I JA B

a) classical hierarchical radiosity

polygon/element
volume cluster
face cluster

link

C D E F G H I J

A B

P Q

b) hierarchical radiosity with volume clustering

A B

C D E F G H I J

T

NOT USED

during solution

c) face cluster radiosity

Fig. 1. Three approaches to hierarchical radiosity
3
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The use of simplified models in radiosity has pre
viously been proposed. Rushmeier et al. demo
strated the feasibility of the concept, but the
method employed manually-constructed simpl
fied models, making it impractical for complex
scenes [13]. Greger et al. showed how a radios
simulation of a simple scene could be applied to
more detailed version of that same scene by usi
an irradiance volume[8]. Both these methods re-

quire the user to judge the level of pre-simulation simplification; simplification and s
ulation are two separate steps, whereas in our algorithm, the level of simplificatio
driven by the radiosity simulation.

3 The Face Cluster Radiosity Algorithm

In this section we describe our algorithm for simulating radiosity on multiresolut
models that use face clustering. We discuss our approach to building the necessa
erarchies, and then show how the standard radiosity equations can be modified to
suit the use of these hierarchies, starting with the standard formulas governing di
interreflection [3].

3.1 Face Cluster Hierarchies

Recent work from the area of surface simplification provided a starting point for our
search into radiosity using multiresolution models. Iterative edge contraction, one o
currently popular simplification techniques, can be used to construct a hierarchy of
gressively larger vertex neighbourhoods on the surface. Each edge contraction coll
the two vertices at either end of the edge to a single, new vertex. The hierarchy is cr
by treating the endpoints as the children of this new vertex. These vertex hierarc
have been used primarily for view-dependent refinement of models for real-time
dering [10].

In our original algorithm we used vertex hierarchies directly, but they sometim
proved problematic, because vertex nodes don’t have a well defined area and no
These properties are easier to establish for face hierarchies than for vertex hiera

To address this problem, we developed an algorithm for generatingface cluster hi-
erarchies[4] that is a dual form of the quadric-based simplification algorithm of Ga
land and Heckbert [5]. Rather than iteratively merging pairs of vertices to dire
simplify the mesh, we iteratively merge groups of topologically connected faces, wh
we refer to as face clusters, thereby partitioning the original mesh (see Figure 8).
process does not change the original geometry of the surface in any way; it me
groups surface polygons into progressively larger clusters. These merge operation
be used to create a simplification hierarchy in the same manner as edge collaps
example is shown in Figure 3.

Volume clusters

Input polygonsLeaf elements

Unused refinements

Used face clusters

Used refinementsUnused face clusters

Fig. 2. Schematic of a hierarchy
using face clusters.
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In [5] quadric functions of position, , are used to
represent the set of planes associated with a vertex node, and can
be used to find the best-fit point to those planes. When we are
working in the dual space, we instead use quadric functions of the
face normal, , to represent the set of vertices in a
cluster node, and to find the best-fit plane to those points. Because
of this, it can be shown that by applying the quadric error ap-
proach to the dual problem, face clusters can be made to preserve
planarity where possible, in the same way that vertex simplifica-
tion tries to preserve shape. We can also add an additional error
term to ensure the clusters are well-shaped, in the sense of being
as close to circular as possible. More detail can be found in [4].

For each nodei in the face cluster hierarchy, we calculate an oriented bounding b
for the faces it contains using principal component analysis [11]. We also store the
of the area-weighted normals of those faces

(1)

where . As we will show later, this is a useful approximation of the r
flective qualities of the faces within the node.

3.2 Notation

Each elementi has a known reflectance , emittance , area , normal , and
known radiosity , where bold symbols denote vectors. The distance between elem
i andj is , and the unit vector fromi to j is . The average visibility between two
points on these elements is : 1 for no occlusion, and 0 for total occlusion.

The irradiance is the incident power per unit area. Calculating it exactly is typ
cally intractable, so we approximate it using the point-to-point approximation of
form factor [3],

. (2)

We have written the traditional dot products in matrix notation because we will sho
be exploiting the associativity of matrix multiplication to rewrite this formula.

3.3 Vector-based Radiosity

The classical radiosity method assumes piecewise constant (Haar) basis function
planar surfaces. In a hierarchy, the children are coplanar with the parent. For the
poses of projecting radiosities up and down the tree, radiosities are scalar quantit
this method is applied to a multiresolution model, it causes curved or bumpy port
of the model to be shaded a flat colour, leading to a faceted appearance that hid
geometric detail (Figure 7c). This is similar to the step-function effect in constant-b
radiosity, but applying a post-process smoothing step at the leaves is no longer suffi
to cover up these discontinuities.

Fig. 3. A Face
Cluster Hierarchy
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We now adapt the radiosity method
to multiresolution models that use
face clustering. Consider the light
transfer from one cluster to anothe
(Figure 4). We letj be an element in
the source cluster andi be an ele-
ment in the receiver cluster. If we
assume that all (i,j) pairs are inter-

visible and that the sources are close together and far from the receiver, then ,
and are independent ofj, and we can approximate the irradiance from a single clus
as:

(3)

This allows us to rewrite the transfer in terms of two vector quantities, so that:

(4)

where

(5)

and

(6)

We refer toE as the irradiance vector [1], andP as the power vector.
The irradiance vector is a 3-vector whose components are the irradiance

planes normal to thex, y, andzaxes, respectively, positioned at the receiver. Record
this information, rather than a scalar irradiance to the average plane of the receive
lows coarse variations in the irradiance as a function of orientation to be modelled.
eliminates most of the faceting effects of Figure 7c, as seen in Figure 7d.

Standard hierarchical radiosity effectively as
sumes that outgoing power is diffuse (isotropic
over the hemisphere above a planar surface. B
the outgoing power from a cluster can be aniso
tropic due to occlusion. To permit nonplana
clusters to approximate their outgoing powe
compactly and quickly, we employ a 3-dimen
sional power vector. The magnitude of the vecto
approximates the total power leaving the cluste

and the direction of the vector indicates the hemisphere toward which most of the e
gy is directed (Figure 5).

These formulas are generalizations of the standard radiosity equations; in the
of co-planar clusters, they reduce to the familiar hierarchical radiosity push-pull for
las.

We can substitute these vector quantities directly for the irradiance and radiosi
a standard hierarchical radiosity algorithm, although asP is already area-weighted,

Aj n̂ j r j i
Ain̂i

Fig. 4. Radiosity transfer between clusters of faces.

r̂ i j r̂ j i r ij

vij

Ei n̂i
T r̂ r̂ T–

πr 2
----------- n̂ j Ajbj

j∑ vi≈

Ei n̂i
TEi=

Ei v
r̂ r̂ T–

πr 2
----------- P=

P n̂ j Ajbj
j∑ Sjbj

j∑= =

Ei

Fig. 5. The power vector. The radiosity
emitted by the surfaces on the left is ap-
proximated by the elemental surface on
the right, whose direction is the power-
weighted sum normal.
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when pulling radiosity up the hierarchy we sum the power vectors of a node’s child
instead of averaging them. Instead of a single transfer coefficient, we store thetransfer
vector, , which allows us to apply Equation 5 more simply as

. (7)

At the leaves of the hierarchy, where we must transform the accumulated irradi
vectors into the power vector we apply the equation

. (8)

As with standard radiosity, whenever these equations are applied, dot products mu
clipped to zero to account for occlusion by the tangent plane to the surface.

The above treatment of vector-based transfer assumes a monochromatic wo
can easily be extended to the familiar RGB colour model; we simply store , ,

, , , and operate on each pair of irradiance and power vectors independe
Note that the transport vector,m, is still wavelength independent.

3.4 Algorithm Description

There are three types of nodes in the hierarchy used by our algorithm. At the top,
ume clusters contain all unconnected parts of the scene. In the middle, face cluster
tain connected surface meshes. At the bottom, there are polygonal elements
refinements of those elements. In our implementation, all of these nodes use a com
object-oriented interface to communicate with each other. Usually much of each
cluster hierarchy remains unused; only those face clusters at the top of the tree are
in during the solution phase.

Radiosity using vector-based transfer proceeds
in much the same manner as the irradiance/radios-
ity method first popularised by [6], and outlined in
Figure 6. In Gershbein’s method, irradiance is
gathered to each node in the hierarchy, and then
pushed down to the leaves, whereupon it is con-
verted to radiosity by the application of reflectance
and emittance operators, and pulled back up the hi-
erarchy. In our algorithm, the irradiance vector,
rather than scalar, is pushed to the leaves, and the
power vector, not scalar radiosity, is pulled back up the hierarchy. Below is an ou
of the algorithm.

Preprocessing.Face cluster hierarchies are generated for the input models. These
archies are dependent only on the geometry of the models, and can be reused ove
tiple instantiations of each model. This process is done off-line, and typically only on
whenever a new model is acquired.

Initialisation. The scene description and its constituent models are read in. Hierar
cal radiosity elements are then created for the small number of root face clusters i
scene, and these are volume clustered to complete the initial element hierarchy.

m r πr 2⁄=

E vmmTP–=

P j Sj ρ jŜj
T
E j ej+( )=

PR PG PB

ER EG EB

Fig. 6. Schematic of the Face Cluster
Radiosity Cycle.

Push Irradiance Pull Power

Gather
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Solution. The solver proceeds ac-
cording to the pseudocode at left.
The refine procedure follows that
outlined in [3]. When a face cluster
element needs to be subdivided, it
two child elements are created usin
position and average normal infor-
mation retrieved from the cluster file
on disk. Storage for power vectors
and other such element information
is only required for those face clus-
ter nodes actually being used by th
solver.

Post Processing.After the algo-
rithm has terminated, the radiosity
solution is propagated to the leave
of the model by applying the irradi-
ance vectors at the leaves of th
transport tree to all their descendent
(e.g., node T of Figure 1c). This final
process is again , but is typical-
ly insignificant compared to the so-
lution time. The radiosities of the
vertices of the models in the scene

are then written out to disk. An alternative that we don’t use is to perform a final ga
on the hierarchy generated by the solution. This can generate extremely good q
results, but is view-dependent and is quite slow.

3.5 Estimating Transfer Coefficients and Error

We must handle a number of different types of transfer; radiosity exchange betw
face clusters, standard planar elements, and volume clusters. This can lead to pro
in choosing an error metric that is consistent for all transfers. To handle these in a
mon framework we use sampling across the receiver to estimate the error in the tra
at the same time as we estimate the transfer itself. We use the norm to measure
i.e., theBFA-weighted refinement discussed in [16]. A fixed number of sample poi
are generated across the cluster or face, and used both for estimating fractional vis
and determining bounds on the transfer [7, 12]. For links that are partly occluded
refinement epsilon is reduced to encourage subdivision at shadow boundaries. (T
finement epsilon controls link subdivision; links with transport error greater than
are split.)

We estimate the transport vector as

(9)

where is the vector from sample pointi of n on the sources to sample pointi on the

solve()
while (not converged)

gather(root)
pushpull(root, 0)
refine(root, )

gather(element i)

for (all children c of i)
gather(c)

pushpull(element i, vector )

//  is irradiance on i from parent

if (i is a leaf)
// convert irradiance to power

else

for (all children c of i)
pushpull(c, ) // push irradiance

// pull power

ε

∆Ei vij mi j mi j
TP j

links j->i
∑–=
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E E ∆Ei+=

Pi Si Max Ŝi
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where and denote upper and lower bounds. This effectively measures
range ofFA, weighted by the average emitted radiosity of the source. The problem
generating correlated area-weighted normal samples and transport samples
be addressed by using a constant number of children of each face cluster in quest
generate the samples.

3.6 Implementation Details

To build volume clusters, we followed the methods described in [7, 15]. An octree
encloses the scene is created, and scene polygons are placed within that octree a
ing to their size and position. Visibility is sampled using ray-tracing; the spatial d
structure used for acceleration is a nested grid data structure.

Compared to the storage required for a face in standard hierarchical radiosity
store 9 real numbers per hierarchical element instead of 3, and 3 reals per link in
of 1. Although the face cluster hierarchical elements are more expensive than sta
Haar elements, they are in general more lightweight than volume cluster elem
which require 8 child pointers in our implementation, and much more lightweight th
storing a general radiance distribution.

4 Results

We have compared face cluster radiosity to our own implementation of hierarchica
diosity with volume clustering, which follows those of Sillion and Gibson [7, 15].

4.1 The Museum Scene

We designed an indoor scene typical of those seen in the radiosity literature. This s
is lit by both sun and sky, and internally by three spotlights. Much of the light in t
room is reflected from the overhead skylight by the detailed stone floor, providin
good test of complex interreflection.

The scene contains a number of high resolution scanned models, a polygonize
plicit surface (the podium), and a displacement-mapped surface (the floor). These
els range in complexity from 4,140 polygons to 1,000,000 polygons; it took from 1
600s to generate their associated face cluster hierarchies, for a total time of 1500

4.2 Empirical Complexity

Using the quadric-based surface simplification method [5] we applied progressive
osity, hierarchical radiosity with volume clustering, and our face cluster radiosity al
rithm to versions of the museum scene with varying polygon counts, to demonstrat
effect of using ever more detailed models on these algorithms. While previous ex
ments have investigated the effect of increasing the lighting or geometric complexi
a scene on radiosity algorithms [18], this experiment shows the effect of increa
model complexity in a scene with fixed geometric layout. The results were collecte

L1 mi

∆BFA Si
sTmimi

TSi
d Si

sTmimi
TSi

d–( ) Ps

Ss
----------=

Si mi
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an SGI Power Challenge with a 195MHz R10000 MIPS processor and 1Gb of m
memory. While exact error comparisons between the solutions were not available
to the difficulty in generating a reference solution, we took care to use similar param
settings for all three methods. When compared by eye, the solution meshes from th
hierarchical radiosity methods looked much the same. The progressive radiosity m
od did somewhat better on generating first order shadows, but very poorly on simul
second bounce illumination. At higher resolutions, almost no secondary illumina
was detectable.

Figure 7 shows graphs of solution time and memory use for the methods tested
tably, the time cost of the face cluster radiosity algorithm stays approximately cons
while previous methods have a cost that is super-linear in the number of input polyg
As suggested in Figure 1c, this is because fine levels of detail of the cluster hiera
are never accessed, in spite of the increasing polygon count. In fact the solution tim
face cluster radiosity is slightly greater for very low resolution versions of the test sc
where face clustering provides little benefit and a significant number of leaf polyg
must be refined.

The memory use of the face cluster radiosity algorithm also stayed consta
around 100MB maximum resident set size, and 120MB total memory use, significa
below that of the other methods. While the total memory use of the progressive radi
method is typically better than that of hierarchical methods, it is apparent from
graph that its memory locality is much poorer. Also, because the highly tessellated
accounts for much of the indirect illumination in the scene, the number of shooting s
is , and the performance of progressive radiosity is the worst case .
HRVC curve is approximately .

4.3 A Highly Complex Museum Scene

The use of face cluster radiosity enables an increase in quality and scene size ove
vious methods. We were able to run a radiosity simulation on the full museum sc
containing 2.7 million polygons, in under two minutes, including both solution and p
processing time. (Neither of the two other radiosity methods could handle this com
a scene on our test machine.) The result is shown in Figure 9. Initialisation and solu

20000 40000 60000 80000 100000 120000 140000

Polygons

Progressive 
Volume Clustering

Face Clustering

0

50000

100000

150000

200000

250000

300000

350000

400000

0 20000 40000 60000 80000 100000 120000 140000

R
es

id
en

t S
et

 (
K

)

Polygons

Progressive 
Volume Clustering

Face Clustering

Fig. 7. Performance of hierarchical, progressive, and face cluster radiosity as model comple
increases. The graphs show (left) solution time and (right) maximum resident set size (mem
usage).

Θ k( ) Θ k2( )
Θ k klog( )
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for the illumination in the scene, i.e., running the core face cluster radiosity algorit
took 56 seconds. A further 53 seconds was devoted to postprocessing, which inc
both the final push-to-leaves phase, and refining the mesh locally for better visibility
sults when viewing the output mesh.

Preprocessing time for the models in this scene took a total of 1500s. We think
preprocessing time could be sped up significantly; our current algorithm is
which could be reduced to by using a convex hull algorithm to help calcul
bounding boxes. As pointed out previously, this cost can be heavily amortized; the s
models can be reused over multiple scenes and radiosity simulations. Indeed, this
reason we have not yet optimized our face cluster hierarchy code.

4.4 Discussion

Our algorithm gives the greatest benefit for finely tessellated objects. For more intri
space-filling objects such as trees, we rely on volume clustering to provide a good
ulation. This is because of the limitation in our algorithm that each topologically c
nected surface has its own face cluster tree. For instance, a pile of pebbles might
a separate tree for each pebble, if those pebbles were modelled separately. Wh
currently aggregate disconnected components by using volume clustering, better
ods for tightly packed components such as the pebble pile are an avenue for futu
search.

Many of the input polygons in Figure 9 are invisibly small. Arguably a similar pi
ture could be generated using a much simpler scene. However, this ignores the po
ity of using the output mesh for a walk-through, where we might wish to pass m
closer to some of the models in the scene. Also, it is tedious to manually preproc
scene in a view-dependent manner to optimise radiosity simulations. Ultimately
wish the radiosity simulation to be as independent of the model resolution chose
viewing as possible.

5 Conclusions

We have designed and implemented a new hierarchical radiosity algorithm base
face clustering and a vector formulation of radiosity. The algorithm yields sub-lin
performance in the number of input polygons, an improvement over the linear perfo
ance of the previous fastest volume clustering algorithms. The principal reason for
speed-up is that the face cluster radiosity algorithm greatly reduces memory use. U
previous clustering methods for hierarchical radiosity, it does not require that infor
tion be pushed down to the leaves of the hierarchy during the solution phase.

This is possible because of the combination of face clustering and vector-base
diosity. Face clustering ensures that each cluster of faces has a (reasonably) smal
of normal vectors, so it can more accurately be approximated by a single normal
could a volume cluster containing a set of faces with a wide range of normals. Vec
based radiosity provides an inexpensive representation for gross directional variati
irradiance and outgoing power. The vector representation is intermediate in compl
between the traditional representation of radiosity algorithms, a scalar quantity, an
more sophisticated directional techniques employed in radiance algorithms [2, 14

Face cluster radiosity paves the way for the application of radiosity to high-co

O k2( )
O k klog( )
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plexity scenes, implicit surfaces, and displacement-mapped polygons. Together
the ability to handle textures, this makes the creation of animation using radiosity s
tions more practical.

Several ideas for future work present themselves: A more complete error analys
the approximations made in this algorithm should be done. This could help reduc
cluster artifacts that sometimes appear with this method. We are currently explorin
use of conservative bounds in vector radiosity transfer, and results look promising
generalizing the method to work with directional distributions, not just vector irra
ance, global illumination in non-diffuse scenes could be simulated.
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Fig. 9. The museum scene: diffuse interreflection simulated with face cluster radiosity. Th
input scene contained 2,700,000 polygons. Solution plus post-processing took two minu
and 120MB of memory to generate.

(a) HRVC, 108,000 triangles, 707s (b) HRVC, 1000 triangles, 7 s

(c) Scalar FCR, 108,000 triangles, 7s (d) Vector FCR, 108,000 triangles, 8s

Fig. 7. Face cluster radiosity (FCR) and hierarchical radiosity
with volume clustering (HRVC) algorithms applied to a de-
tailed dragon model.

Fig. 8. Face clusters on the
Venus head model. A total of
8000 randomly coloured clus-
ters are shown.
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